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Asymmetric Remote C–H Borylation of Aliphatic Amides and Esters
with a Modular Iridium Catalyst
Science 2020, 369, 970–974
Aliphatic carboxylic acids and their derivatives such as amides,
esters and the longer-chain fatty acids are widely distributed
and abundant in nature, with their paramount importance
prominently reflected in a variety of natural products, bio
active molecules and pharmacologically relevant compounds.
“These renewable biomass resources are attractive precursors
for the production of industrially significant materials, includ
ing plastics, as well as for the synthesis of drugs and other
therapeutically important compounds,” said Professor Masaya
Sawamura from Hokkaido University (Sapporo, Japan). He
continued: “In this context, the direct modification within
the hydrocarbon framework of these readily available feedstock chemicals via C–H activation is an appealing strategy in
accessing structurally diverse derivatives, compared to presently used methodologies which rely on tedious elaborations
through traditional and costly transformations.” According
to Professor Sawamura, while the direct and selective activation of C–H bonds in these raw materials represents a more
environmentally friendly and step-economic process, current
strategies are limited to the functionalization of proximal C–H
bonds located one or two carbons away (α or β) from the carbonyl group (Scheme 1). “Chemical modification of remote
C–H bonds is far less developed and presently available tech-

niques target terminal γ-methyl C–H only. An ultimate goal
is the development of a catalytic enantioselective approach
that will enable the functionalization of C–H bonds at a single
methylene site beyond the β-position, providing structurally
diverse chiral compounds, a type of reactivity that natural
enzymes can facilitate efficiently,” he added.
Professor Sawamura and co-workers from his organometallic chemistry research group recently reported a modular
iridium catalyst that allows the activation – and subsequent
borylation – of γ-methylene C–H bonds located three carbons
away from the carbonyl group of aliphatic esters and amides,
giving chiral alkyl organoboronates.
Professor Sawamura’s group has been working tirelessly
on the development of novel synthetic organic reactions using
carefully designed, high-performing catalysts to enable the
realization of efficient molecular transformations. As part of
their C–H functionalization program, they have previously developed a catalytic borylation protocol using heterogeneous
silica-supported monophosphines as ligands (J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 2013, 135, 2947–2950; J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134,
12924–12927; J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2011, 133, 19310–19313;
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2009, 131, 5058–5059). In 2017, the
Sawamura group reported that this catalytic borylation can

Scheme 1 Catalyst design concept for the activation of remote γ-methylene C–H bonds in carboxylic acid derivatives
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also be achieved under homogeneous catalysis using chiral
phosphoramidite ligands, albeit with moderate enantioselection (Chem. Lett. 2017, 46, 1747–1750). Professor Sawamura
remarked: “This preliminary result inspired us to look into a
different catalyst architecture to realize a completely enantioselective reaction. Following extensive experimental and computational collaborative works, we disclosed the discovery of
an innovative iridium-catalyst system based on a sterically
demanding monophosphite ligand bearing an atropisomeric
silyloxy-modified binaphthyl backbone. Remarkably, this type
of catalyst exerts excellent enantioselectivities (up to 99% ee)
in the highly challenging differentiation of enantiotopic unactivated methylene C(sp3)–H bonds in acyclic alkyl groups
(J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2019, 141, 6817–6821). It also allows for
the direct site- and enantio-selective borylation of N
 -adjacent
methylene C(sp3)–H bonds in a wide range of substrate classes,
including pharmaceutical agents, even enabling the straightforward synthesis of the clinically important anticancer drug
bortezomib (J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2020, 142, 589–597).” Professor
Sawamura noted that crucial to the reactivity of this catalytic
system is the creation of a chiral reaction pocket for substrate
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accommodation, along with the generation of weak attrac
tive interactions contributing to the overall stabilization of
the transition state, a feature analogous to catalytic pockets of
enzymes. “These successes have been instrumental in propos
ing an entirely different approach in the design of a catalytic
system that is suitable for the remote C–H activation in aliphatic carboxylic acid derivatives. Through molecular modelling,
my group envisaged that the metal-coordinating pyridine and
the metal-activated C–H bond site – which in our previous
studies were linked intramolecularly in the chiral catalytic
pocket – might be replaced with a heterodimer composed of
a pyridine derivative (receptor ligand) covalently connected
to a noncovalent interaction donor moiety through an appropriate spacer and a C(sp3)–H borylation substrate having
a complementary functional group (Scheme 1). Thus, the modular catalyst is assembled in situ, using 1:1 toluene (PhMe)/
cyclopentyl methyl ether (CPME) as the solvent system, from
[Ir(OMe)(cod)]2, bis(pinacolato)diboron, a chiral monophosphite ligand, and a pyridine receptor ligand endowed with a
urea function for substrate binding in the second coordination sphere via hydrogen-bonding interaction (Scheme 2),”

Scheme 2 Modular assembly of the chiral catalyst for the remote γ-methylene C–H bond borylation of aliphatic carboxylic acid
derivatives
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 rofessor Sawamura. He continued: 
“During the
course of reaction development, the structure of the urea-
pyridine ligands proved to be critical in determining site selectivity and driving reactivity. Alterations to the linker or
spacer or utilization of isomeric pyridyl ligands led to dimin
ished reactivity (up to 17% γ-borylation was observed) and
shifting of the site selectivity towards β-C–H bonds, indicat
ing that the remote directing efficiency heavily relies on the
design of the receptor ligand. The reactions were performed at
25 °C (up to 99% yield and >99% ee), optimization experiments
showed a negative temperature–reactivity correlation, which
is in accord with the postulated hydrogen-bonding interaction
between the receptor ligand and the substrate, which should
be less favorable at elevated temperatures. The observed re-
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activity is truly surprising in terms of how small individual
components are pieced together to form one functional catal
ytic system that brings about unprecedented reactivity and
selectivity.”
The group found that their asymmetric borylation toler
ated a wide range of substrates, as shown in Scheme 3A.
Aliphatic secondary and tertiary carboxamides underwent

the enantioselective borylation exclusively at the γ-methylene
C–H bond. Esters were also amenable to react, exhibiting
complete site selectivity in the asymmetric borylation of the
aliphatic acyl group.
Longer-chain carboxylic acid derivatives were likewise
shown to be suitable substrates. “The protocol allowed vari
ation in the aliphatic chains, both in terms of chain length

Scheme 3 Scope of the asymmetric remote C–H borylation (A), and the derivatization of the enantioenriched alkylboronate (B).
The space-filling model of the calculated transition state (C) showed a chiral reaction pocket for substrate (yellow) binding formed
by the [Ir(Bpin)3], binaphthyl frameworks of the chiral monophosphite ligand (green), the isopropyl (iPr) groups in the triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) moiety of the ligand (blue) and the urea-pyridine receptor ligand (cyan).
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and functionalities present,” said Professor Sawamura, who
noted that an impressive tolerance towards unsaturation on
the chain makes fatty acid derived substrates (including the
amide derivative of linoleic acid, the doubly unsaturated

essential omega-6 fatty acid) amenable to the asymmetric
borylation (Scheme 3A). “These results are expected to find
important applications in creating novel methodologies for
introducing molecular complexity and chemical modification
in fatty acids that are both renewable and readily available
resources,” explained Professor Sawamura, who continued:
“This whole process is truly remarkable, with the catalyst
being able to distinguish between two enantiotopic C–H bonds
at the γ position of the aliphatic chain in all cases. Another key
feature of the reaction is the utilization of limiting amount of
substrate (stoichiometric amount with pinB–Bpin), as typical
C–H borylation systems normally require neat conditions or
excess amount of the substrate.”
The synthetic utility of the asymmetric borylation was
demonstrated by the transformations of γ-alkylboronates
(Scheme 3B). For example, transformations of the

γ-borylhexanoic acid anilide gave the corresponding alcohol,
the γ-arylated derivative, the α-alkylglutaric acid diamide,
and a γ-alkyl-γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) derivative via oxid
ation, cross-coupling, isocyanate addition, and amination reactions, respectively.
Professor Sawamura pointed out that quantum chemical
calculations, focusing on C–H bond cleavage by the catalyst,
revealed the generation of an accessible surface as a deep cavity created by the modular catalyst, that presents the urea
hydrogen-bonding site at the outer rim with the Ir atom at the
bottom of the groove. The three-dimensional representation
(Scheme 3C) of the calculated transition state also showed
the presence of stabilizing noncovalent interactions. Professor
Sawamura said: “One of the naphthalene rings of the monophosphite ligand displays π/π interactions not only with the
pyridine moiety but also with the ortho-phenylene linker of
the receptor ligand, while the substrate is bound in the cavity
not only through hydrogen bonding with the urea moiety, but
also through C(sp3)–H···O interactions and London dispersion
interactions that seem to contribute to the substrate binding
in the catalytic cavity. Overall, these features mimic those of
natural enzymes that have intricate active sites for substrate
binding. The interactions within this groove position the substrate, bringing the targeted site in close proximity to the catalytic center and enabling the desired reactivity.” The authors
believe that the work presented here provides an example of
exceptional remote directing and orienting effect, displaying
optimal reactivity for small-molecule catalysis, similar to that
usually featured by natural enzymes. Professor S
awamura
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said: “My team and I believe that this strategy can be gener
alized towards enantiocontrolled production of stereogenic centers at even more distal positions, relative to various
functional groups, by proper design of receptor ligands. In
this way, the utilization of readily available and renewable
feedstock chemicals for the production of functional materials and pharmaceutical compounds will be realized. This
should help in alleviating the problems of increasing energy
demand, as the synthesis of these significant molecules often
requires huge amounts of fossil fuels, as well as laborious and
costly methodologies.” He concluded: “On a final note, our
group, composed of experimental, theoretical and information scientists, are confident that this work will change the
way chemists think about catalyst design. Bridging the gap
between enzymatic, supramolecular, and small-molecule catalysis, we are encouraged that innovation from this work will
enable the creation of simple, efficient, and readily accessible
catalysts inspired by nature, hoping that this will stimulate
future research efforts along these lines.”
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